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This last academic year helped us to further  
establish King’s Residences consistent performance 
evidenced by another record high occupancy  
rate. Most importantly, this was achieved whilst 
improving support to our students in a myriad  
of ways, from affordability to pastoral care. 

In November 2016, this exemplary 
performance was recognised by 
the Pan-European organisation 
The Class of 2020, which gave  
us the opportunity to showcase 
King’s efforts on the non-academic 
aspect of student life.

This success however would not 
have been possible without the 
support of our many internal and 
external stakeholders and I am 
very thankful to them for working 

with us to ensure we have  
a student accommodation 
platform to be proud of.  
We continue to endeavour to  
remain engaged and responsive  
to changes in student needs  
and expectations as well as 
remaining closely aligned with  
the university’s strategic aims.

I am therefore delighted to be 
presenting King’s Residences 
2016/17 Annual Report.

Nick O’Donnell 
Director of Real Estate Management
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I was brought up to think I 
could carve my own path in  
life thanks to a very determined 
mother who would move 
mountains to ensure I was  
given all the opportunities  
she had not had herself. 

Despite her endless support, I have  
faced and will continue to face many 
challenges in the pursuit of my life 
aspirations but it is thanks to these 
challenges that I have learnt to  
not accept the ‘can’ts’ and ‘this is 
impossible’ or ‘this won’t work’ life 
throws back every so often. These 
challenges have in fact become  
my motivation in many ways. 

I lead the King’s Residences team 
knowing that many of our students are 
trying to overcome many challenges 
themselves – they may be the first in 
their families to go to university, they will 
have to conquer fears and life changing 
obstacles in starting their independent 
lives away from home. Sometimes they 
will do so without ever having had  
a home to call their own in the first  
place. Notwithstanding, they will go  
on and become the leaders our world so 
desperately needs. Many are also looking 
to give back and share what they have 
learnt along the way with their peers. 

I am very aware that the reality of 
university life and independent living 
can come as a shock for many as this  
may be the first time they are being  
left to their own devices, where before 
there has been unfailing support.  
It is with that in mind that our goal at 
King’s Residences is to not allow them  
to fail their pursuit. By becoming an 
integral part of the university’s support 
structure we will enable our residents  
to develop the skills and coping 
mechanisms they will need to thrive  
in their chosen path. We trust them  
to help us improve the services we 
provide and I am, therefore, compelled  
to ensure they have as many non-
academic development opportunities 
available to them as possible, so I can  
see them experience that great feeling  
of achieving their goals. 

It is with this frame of mind that we  
have compiled this report, with the  
view of giving you an indication of our 
performance over the last academic  
year, as well as clarifying our goals for  
the years ahead. We hope you will  
share the excitement with us! 

Paloma Lisboa
Director of Student Residences

Introduction

Our students will go on  
and become the leaders our 
world so desperately needs.
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King’s Residences vision is to  provide 
a safe, comfortable and inclusive 
residential experience that focuses on 
community, promotes diversity and 
inspires success.
Our rooms come with more than just a 
bed; they come with a philosophy too…



King’s Residences in numbers

Students’ 
reach

11, 043 
applications processed 

(c.45% of King’s  
total student body)

Occupancy

61
students received 

accommodation based  
on medical needs 99.7%

Term time

53.2%
Summer lets occupancy 

(Venues only –  
not students)

985
applications received  
after A-Levels results

1,070
applied for King’s  

Affordable 
Accommodation 
Scheme (KAAS)

Finances

6500 calls 
and 26,000 emails answered 

 in the lead to September

Applicants’ top 
preferences

Portfolio  
pricing split

99.7%
Term time

53.2%
Summer lets occupancy 

(Venues only –  
not students)

20%
below £155

62%
between £156–£199

15%
between £200–£299

3%
over £300

Age matters
Youngest application was  
17 years old, our oldest 

applicant was 67 years old.

FEES FEES

in rent rebates 
granted to KAAS 

applicants

£39.2M  £3.2M   £1.1M   £3.4M   
summer lets 

income
in reserves for 
refurbishment 
starting in 2018

academic year 
income

Ensuite Room   69% 

Max £189 per week   30% 

Female only accommodation   3% 

14.7% Non-Ensuite Room type

6.5% Large Ensuite

2.3% Studio

1.0% One Bed Flat

0.6% Couples Studio

0.6% Double Ensuite

0.2% Family Unit

FEES FEES
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Portfolio ownership and make up

Staffing profile

Functional 
split

Nominated

Studios/One bedEnsuite

King’s Owned

Non-Ensuite

42%

14%

58%

81% 5%

Health & safety

21 nationalities 40:60 female/male ratio 19–60 age range

Front line support Management Para-professionals

63.3%

14.2%

22.5%

INTERDEPENDENCE INTERDEPENDENCE
290

fire alarms activations  
with 1 real, but small fire

89%
compliance on  
internal audit

EVALUATION EVALUATION

SERVICE DISRUPTION SERVICE DISRUPTION
i

125
welfare cases managed

SERVICE RESTORED SERVICE RESTORED

King’s Residences in numbers

Bed spaces growth 

1000

2000

3000
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5000

6000

7000
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7000
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1000
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King’s owned sites Third party sites

Student demographics

63.8%
Male

51.5%
UK/EU

46.0%
First year 

undergraduates

Projections subject to changeYear

Si
te

s

46.0% First year undergraduates

10.0% Returning undergraduates

27.9% Postgraduates

14.5% Study abroad & pre-sessionals

1.6% Foundation programme

63.8% Male

35.8% Female 

0.4% Unspecified

51.5% UK/EU

48.5% International
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Vision 2029

How King’s Residences supports King’s Vision 2029

A civic university at 
the heart of London
The aspiration for our ResiLife 
Programme is to develop a 
number of London centric 
partnerships in order to add  
even more value to developing 
our students’ broader sense of 
belonging – a connection with 
London – whilst empowering 
them to help us shape the 
community they have chosen  
to become part of from engaging 
with volunteering opportunities 
in our local areas to taking part  
in the rent setting that can allow 
many others to benefit from  
their legacy.

An international community 
that serves the world
We want our residential 
communities to mirror the London 
integration and will continue to 
work to ensure our international 
students and staff are welcomed 
and given the opportunity to fully 
indulge in everything London and 
King’s have to offer. We will do so 
by working on initiatives that span 
from a programme to support the 
accommodation needs of visiting 
academics and staff to exploring 
the issues around affordability  
for international students. We  
will continue to further integrate 
the international agenda within  
our operations. 

Our staff will support  
our social responsibility 
ambitions and become 
equipped to also work on 
improving our students’ 
resilience in non-academic 
environment.

Research to inform 
and innovate
The initiatives developed within 
the ResiLife Programme, which  
is underpinned by community 
engagement and learning of life 
skills, will be on current research 
streams on the latest findings 
around student learning in  
non-academic environments  
and young adults’ development 
needs. Ultimately, the programme 
should be seen as an opportunity  
to investigate and set trends  
around how non-academic 
learning, specifically within 
accommodation, can contribute  
to students’ overall success. 

Serve to shape  
and transform
Frontline staff at King’s Residences 
are being trained and challenged to 
deliver more than customer service 
to our residents and beyond mental 
health crisis support; over the next 
years our staff will support our 
social responsibility ambitions and 
become equipped to also work on 
improving our students’ resilience 
in non-academic environment  
and boost their chances of overall 
success later in life, whilst building  
a true sense of community where 
both staff and students collaborate 
to transform their own experience 
at King’s.

Educate to inspire 
and improve
The basis of the student  
experience at King’s Residences  
is the non-academic learning 
environment it provides students  
to expand their horizons as the 
leading minds they will go on to 
become as they complete their 
studies. Thus, in order to support 
the educate to inspire and improve 
objective, King’s Residences  
will bring a number of existing 
initiatives within the university  
and wider in the student 
accommodation industry to  
the residential environment, 
providing a unique opportunity  
for students to develop life  
skills in the safety of our 
environment with the ultimate  
goal of increasing resilience, 
wellbeing and employability.
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2017–2020 objectives

Transforming the student experience at King’s Residences

King’s Residences’ primary objective is to support student recruitment, retention and  
success by ensuring quality accommodation is available to all first year undergraduates,  
international postgraduates and students with disabilities, with a strong support network 
that promotes non-academic learning opportunities and student wellbeing. 

To this end, King’s Residences will focus on two main priorities:

Increase provision of quality 
bedrooms that are fit for purpose 
and demand rent levels lower than 
the private sector, in line with 
student growth predictions.

This will include the refurbishment  
of Stamford Street and Great Dover Street 
Apartments, development of Canada 
Water and more nominations agreements 
with key accommodation providers that 
can deliver the King’s Residences vision  
for accommodation. It also includes the 
continued involvement of students in key 
processes such as bedroom design and  
rent setting. 

The goal by 2020 is to achieve a stock  
of 6,500 beds, in central locations and at 
least 25% of these priced at an affordable 
rent level (i.e. 10–20% cheaper than the 
private sector equivalent).

Deliver a learning-living 
programme that improves  
our students’ employability  
and support them making  
the leap to independent living.

King’s Residences will deliver sessions  
to promote the social and personal 
development, diversity & inclusion  
and employability of their residents.  
The programme’s aspiration is to 
ultimately become the reason why 
students, and their parents, see King’s 
Residences as their preferred choice  
over other accommodation alternatives.

The goal by 2020 is to deliver a 
programme that is a reference in the  
UK for being one of a kind, because  
it will result in improved resilience for  
the students choosing to live at King’s 
Residences, even long after they depart 
their accommodation in comparison  
with other accommodation options. 

The view from  
Wolfson House

2017
Establish 
student 
citizenship

2016
Strengthen 
operational 
procedures

2014
Build strong 
foundations

2015
Deliver on 
affordability 
and occupancy

Strategic aims
 � Embed a working culture where 
health and safety is understood 
across all levels of the department.

 � Build a committed and 
knowledgeable workforce.

 � Ensure the department 
remains commercially sound.

 �Demonstrate commitment 
to the university’s sustainability 
agenda and instigate residential 
improvements that can deliver  
on this aspect.

 � Ensure continuous 
operational improvements.

 �Obtain recognition 
for the department’s 
improvement on  
student experience.

 �Maintain properties to  
a world-class standard,  
and achieve recognition 
for our services.

2018
Start £17.8m 
portfolio 
renovation

Milestones
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Operating platform

King’s Residences operating platform

Operations team Resilife team Support team

Clean and safe place to live Self-efficacy and belonging Profession standards and compliance

Allocations & 
Reservations

Residents 
Liaison

Property & 
Customer 
Service

Residents’ 
Conduct & 

Welfare
Community  
Engagement Life Skills

Performance 
& Quality 
Assurance

Marketing & 
Communications

Operational 
Support

Booking  
system

Applications 
processing

Occupancy 
management

Internal bookings

Contact centre 
via: emails, web 

live chats,  
phones, open 
days, Virtual 

tours, walk-ins

H&S

Reception 
Services

Building 
Services 
(cleaning, 

maintenance, 
pest control, 

security)

Residents 
discipline

Welfare crisis 
support

Welfare case 
management

Student  
inclusion

Community 
building

Student 
leadership

Learning-living 
communities 

Non-academic 
learning

Student 
success

Set  
direction

Support 
delivery

Monitor 
 performance
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*via 3rd party contract
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Management team

Residents Liaison 
Assistants 20+ Wardens

60+ Residence 
Associates (RAs)

Paloma Lisboa
Director of Student Residences

Nicola Ball
Operations Assistant

Phil Cox
Head of King’s 

Residences Operations

Brenna Haydock
Community 

Engagement Officer

Amina Hofri
Marketing & 

Communications Officer

Martin Bachmayer 
Allocations  

Manager

Angela Robinson
Life Skills  

Coordinator

Vacant
Performance & Quality  

Assurance Manager

James McLaren
Property & Customer 

Services Manager

Anna Romanazzi
Contact Centre  

Coordinator

Yasmin Mouftakir
Residents Conduct 
& Welfare Manager

Allocations 
Coordinator

Allocations 
Assistant

4 Residence  
Managers 

21 Receptionists  
(day and night)

12 Night 
Receptionists*

Up to 80  
Contract Cleaners

The student 
experience

at King’s 
Residences



Student experience – what our residents say

Engagement Satisfaction  
with our staff

55%
found Residence 
Associates approachable 
and supportive

69%  
of students find the  
reception team responsive

64%
say they’re  
knowledgeable

58%
found Wardens 
approachable  
and supportive

Who do you ask for help?

Day reception

Other

Night reception

Warden

Flatmate(s)

Residence Associate

58%

18%

12%

5%

4%

2%

Impact of maintenance issues

Frequently Several 
times

A few 
times

Once or 
twice

Never

15%
18%

23%
25%

19%

ADVICE ADVICE

PEER OBSERVATION PEER OBSERVATION

SUPPORT SUPPORT

Areas to invest in

Why live at King’s Residences
Our top 10 features

1 

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Safety 

Good location

Staff and service

Facilities provided

Visual appeal and comfort

Residential atmosphere

Conductive study environment

Social opportunities

Value for money

Access to student care and support

ResiLife team can help with:

Grievances: 
noise or anti-social behaviour57%

Grievances:  
lapses in services46%

Academic Progress14%

Health & Wellbeing11%

Personal/Relationship9%

31%
Bedroom

22%
Lounge/Kitchen

24%
Gym

23%
Study space

Our 2016/17 student satisfaction 
survey was carried out in May 
2017 and had 842 respondents.

How many wardens did they meet?

How many residence 
associates did they meet?

24% 
No RAs

53% 
1–2 RAs

32%
3+ RAs

43% 
1–2 wardens

48% 
No wardens

9%
3+ Wardens
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would recommend 
KAAS* to friend or family57%

would reapply for 
KAAS* if they could

49%

of students are happy 
with their allocated 
accommodation

72%

plan to live in 
King’s Residences 
the following year

25%

*King’s Affordable Accommodation Scheme

Affordability

King’s College London is committed  
to finding the brightest minds regardless 
of their background and supporting  
them in accessing higher education.  
That includes ensuring we can  
provide affordable accommodation. 

Following work with student  
representatives and King’s  
College London Students’ Union 
(KCLSU), our rent model aims to:

Continuing provision of 
affordable accommodation by 
freezing rents in 1,480 units. 

Expanding the number of 
affordable beds and the  

affordable rent range from  
740 beds “below £155” to  
934 beds “below £169”.

Maintaining the rent levels 
of 3,645 beds below the 
market thus accepting 

unrealised income in the region  
of £1.8M in a bid to continue to 

seriously address the issue with 
affordable accommodation.

 � Deliver the required income increase, 
in line with the Business Plan to  
ensure commercial sustainability 
of the residential operations.

 � Minimise subsidises of the 
most expensive stock and  
maximise the number of beds  
at more affordable levels.

Community engagement

Most popular events
% of students attending

Welcome event

82%

RA/Warden events

33%

BeActive Halls

25%

Wellbeing week

18%

Sustainability week

12%

Get Connected week

9%

How do we make events 
more attractive?

Food and drink61%

More interesting events51%

More information47%

Better scheduling36%

More variety31%

Prizes29%

IMPORTANT DATES IMPORTANT DATES

AWARDS LAUNCH AWARDS LAUNCH

THEATRE THEATRE

INFORMATION INFORMATION

Highlights of the scheme
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Champion Hill
717 beds (re-opened in September 2014)

Stamford Street
550 beds (opened in September 1997)

Great Dover Street
769 beds (opened in September 1998)

Wolfson House
274 beds (opened in September 1971)

Built  Purpose-built, cluster  
flat-style accommodation

Ownership  Freehold

Room types  Ensuite bedrooms

16/17 rents £192 per week

Built  Purpose-built, traditional  
corridor-style accommodation

Ownership  GSTT Charity, leased to  
King’s until September 2033

Room types  Non-ensuite bedrooms  
and 1 bedroom flats

16/17 rents £140–231 per week

Built  Purpose-built, timber frame,  
corridor-style accommodation

Ownership Leasehold ending September 2122 

Room types  Non-ensuite and ensuite bedrooms

16/17 rents £155–198 per week 

Built  Purpose-built, cluster  
flat-style accommodation

Ownership  Leasehold (Lloyds Bank)  
until December 2051 

Room types  Ensuite bedrooms  
and double rooms 

16/17 rents £175–231 per week

Our portfolio
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Tower Bridge
115 beds (opened in September 2012)

Built  Purpose-built, cluster  
flat-style accommodation

Ownership  Urbanest

Room types  Non-ensuite bedrooms and studios

16/17 rents TBC

Our portfolio continued

Stratford One
280 beds (opened in September 2013)

Angel Lane
759 beds (opened in September 2015)

Built  Purpose built, cluster  
flat-style accommodation

Ownership Unite Students

Room types Ensuite bedrooms and studios

16/17 rents £189–220 per week

Built  Purpose built, cluster  
flat-style accommodation

Ownership Unite Students 

Room types  Ensuite bedrooms

16/7 rents  £179 per week

98% of  
students agreed  
that the experience  
of moving in met  
or exceeded their 
expectations

Ewen Henderson Court
260 beds (opened in September 2005)

Julian Markham
232 beds (opened in September 2007)

Moonraker Point
674 beds (opened in September 2011)

Orchard Lisle & Iris Brook
287 beds (opened in September 2013)

Built  Purpose-built, cluster  
flat-style accommodation

Ownership  Unite Students 

Room types  Ensuite bedrooms and studios 

16/17 rents £221–282 per week

Built  Purpose-built, cluster  
flat-style accommodation

Ownership  GSTT Charity (managed  
by Fresh Student Living) 

Room types  Non-ensuite bedrooms and studios

16/17 rents £195–249 per week

Built  Purpose built, cluster  
flat-style accommodation

Ownership  Unite Students 

Room types Ensuite bedrooms

16/17 rents £147–155 per week

Built  Purpose built, cluster  
flat-style accommodation

Ownership Unite Students 

Room types  Ensuite bedrooms and studios 

16/17 rents £192–224 per week
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Residences under agreement Beds Agreement life Tenancy type

Angel Lane 759 Year 2 of 10 51 week

Ewen Henderson 260 Year 4 of 5 51 week

Intercollegiate Halls 420 Renewed annually 40 week

Julian Markham House 232 Year 4 of 5 51 week

Moonraker Point 674 Year 5 of 20 51 week

Orchard Lisle & Iris Brook 287 Year 4 of 20 51 week

Stratford One 340 Year 2 of 5 41 week

Tower Bridge 90 Year 1 of 5 51 week

Portfolio ownership profile

Nominations agreements
These are agreements whereby King’s College 
London engages with a third party provider to 
increase bed stock in accordance to demand. 
Currently, King’s works with Unite, Urbanest, 
Fresh and University of London. In these 
agreements, King’s processes all applications  

and assigns successful applicants to  
residences based on their preferences.  
The third party accommodation partners  
manage the day-to-day operations from  
students’ arrivals to departures, including 
maintenance and low level pastoral care.

Future developments
Due for completion in September 2018,  
the new residence, developed and operated  
by Urbanest, will house over 400 King’s 
students, forming an anchor to one of the 
country’s most exciting urban regeneration 
projects. Offering a mix of different flat and 
room types comprising non-ensuite, ensuite  
and studios, the accommodation will have  
beds at an array of price points. The 31-storey 
tower is located just minutes from Vauxhall  
train and Tube station and will be one of  
the best-connected residential buildings  
in the capital. 

A 31st floor common room will provide 
spectacular views of London from the top floor, 
with further communal spaces throughout the 
property offering access to social and study areas, 
ensuring that students have plenty of break-out 
spaces to hang out and to study in peace and quiet. 
Part of the new Nine Elms development zone, 
residents will benefit from the area’s world class 
views, riverside location and proximity to central 
London and our campuses.
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